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Ralph’s Transmission in Modesto Introduces Exceptional Warranty Program

Ralph's Transmission backs the quality of their transmission service with a 3 Year, 100,000
Mile Warranty on all transmission rebuilds performed by Ralph's in-house specialists.

Modesto, California (PRWEB) May 09, 2016 -- Ralph’s Transmission in downtown Modesto, Calif. has been
around since 1969, and it’s always been a shop known for quality service with a personal touch. When new
owners, Mario and Maria Jauregui, purchased the shop in 2015, they wanted to build on the business’s strong
local legacy while also bringing it into the future with more modern ideas.

“We still want to be known as a friendly local shop,” Jauregui remarks. “However, we also want to be known
as the best transmission repair and rebuild facility in the entire Central Valley.”

One of Jauregui’s boldest moves was to introduce an incredible 3 Year, 100,000 Mile Warranty program on all
rebuilt transmissions. That is simply one of the best transmission warranties you will find anywhere. Why?
Because Jauregui and his team are confident in their work. They know that every rebuilt transmission that
comes out of their shop is like new again, and it is built to withstand up to 100,000 miles of even the hardest
driving.

For people driving around Modesto, they see the billboards all throughout town promoting this warranty.
Jauregui knows it’s a great selling point for Ralph’s Transmission because it shows the shop’s commitment to
quality. “We stand behind the work we do for our customers,” he adds.

The reason Ralph’s Transmission is able to offer such an aggressive warranty program is also based on the fact
that the shop specializes only in transmission repairs. They service all transmission-related components for all
types of vehicles, including torque converters, speedometers, drive trains, drivelines, clutches, U-joints,
differentials, drive axles and transfer cases. They perform minor repairs and full rebuilds in-house after a
thorough diagnostic process to identify the specific problems and determine what repairs are needed.
Otherwise, Ralph’s Transmission does not offer other general automotive repairs. They are the transmission
experts with specialized knowledge, proven experience and a focused approach on transmissions only. They
also offer a unique flat-fee price on transmission rebuilds that customers won't find anywhere else.

If it is determined that different automotive repairs are required outside of the transmission, the service advisors
at Ralph’s Transmission will gladly refer their customers to another repair shop in town. At the same time,
many general repair centers often send their transmission work over to Ralph’s because they are so good at
what they do and the rebuilds are backed by such a strong warranty. Jauregui likes to think of it like going to
the doctor. Patients might see a general practitioner for an overall check-up, but specific health problems
require medical specialists. The same is true in the automotive industry, especially as it relates to transmissions.

Above all else, it's sure nice knowing that when a car is brought into Ralph’s Transmission and the transmission
is rebuilt by this team of transmission specialists, it will be backed by a bold 3 Year, 100,000 Mile Warranty.
That will help anyone rest a little easier at night with such great automotive protection.
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Contact Information
Mario Jauregui
Ralph's Transmission
http://www.ralphstransmission.com
+1 (209) 526-1909

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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